Bespoke INDUSTRIAL ALLOY WORK PLATFORMS

We are happy to quote whatever your required height or length or width or ........
Built as a matching pair, these super-sturdy **SINGLE-SIDED** platforms were designed to be used independently or locked together in one double-length run. Treads are on one side only.

Lower bracing bars were specially raised to fit over the helicopter skids allowing closer access to engine and rotors.

In this example ...
- platform height : 7 treads ; 1.80m
- platform plan size : 1.50m x 0.76m
- double-depth tread section
- top guardrails retractable
- tilt-n-roll wheels
- single sided handrail on tread section
- bracing rails raised to allow legs to fit over skids
- integral plate latches lock units together
Bespoke INDUSTRIAL ALLOY WORK PLATFORMS

Bespoke DOUBLE-SIDED non-folding work platforms have treads on BOTH sides for access at either end.

Can be made ....

› to any plan size required
› with or without guardrails

Shown here with retractable guardrail 1 side only, with double-depth tread section for extra comfort & strength, and with tilt-n-roll wheels fitted at one end. These only contact the ground for easier moving when platform is tilted.
Bespoke INDUSTRIAL ALLOY WORK PLATFORMS

Bespoke MAGNUM non-folding work platforms can be made...
- to any plan size required
- with or without guardrails

Shown here with guardrails 2 sides only, with double-depth treads for extra comfort & strength, and with tilt-n-roll wheels fitted at rear. These only contact the ground for easier moving when platform is tilted.

Bespoke LOADING STAIRS can also be built with a large platform of any required size for use as a work platform as well as an access staircase.

Loading Stairs have 200mm deep treads set at 45 degree angle for safe and comfortable access, allowing outward facing descent.

Guardrails can be just two sides as shown or around three sides or one side or none.

See our excellent website at www.ladders999.co.uk for details of our huge range of ladders, steps, podium steps and scaffold towers